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OUR NEW PRESIDENT.
Oil the
room

to

evening of Tuesday, the twenty-third of January, there passed from

room

and

from corridor to corridor the

rumor

that

a

severe

attack

of the

malady which had long oppressed him had obliged the Reverend Father
resignation. It had been common knowledge among the
students that, for some time past, the executive duties of Georgetown University
had proved a heavy burden for the shoulders of the president, contending with
an illness of
long duration and striving to continue the successful work which
had cost him his health and strength.
He had struggled on by sheer force of
will, but, finally, the time came when his friends realized that the flame which
cast the light was rapidly consuming the taper, and they prevailed upon him
to entrust the application of these far-sighted plans of his into the hands of
Himmel to tender his

one

who should

expressed
the

man

come

fresh and unwearied into the battle.

Great regret was

among the students, who cherish the warmest esteem and respect for
who has done so much for the advancement of the interests of this
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Father Himmel accomplished great things during the short space
during which he held the guiding reins, but there remains
a great part of that work still existing on paper only or in the fertile brains of
these worthy assistants who succeeded so admirably in lightening the burden
of the stricken leader.
Hence, on that night, there was great anxiety on the
part of students and faculty, in regard to the matter of Father HimmeFs suc¬
cessor.
On the following day, the announcement was made that the executive
position would be filled by the Reverend Father Alphonsus J. Donlon, S. J.,
university.

of the three years,

A. B., ’88.

Father Donlon is

stranger to Georgetown.
Eleven years of his life have
passed within these walls, five of them as a student, and six as a professor.
He has been identified with this University in almost every possible way and
may take his place among the boys, confident that none are more worthy of that
appellation. Twenty-nine years ago he was a boy in the Prep School attached
to Georgetown College; today, he sits at the head of the faculty of the great
University which has grown up about the old center of learning on the heights
no

been

above the Potomac.

F'ather Donlon

born in

Albany, New York, on the thirtieth of October,
He obtained his preliminary schooling at the famous old Boys’ Academy
in his native city and, in 1883, he entered Georgetown Preparatory School,
where he was assigned to the Second Grammar Class, which corresponds to First
Prep in the present system. The following year, he entered the College depart¬
ment where for four years he distinguished himself as a scholar and as an athlete.
Pie was a regular on the football team in eighty-eight, and was the varsity’s
shortstop in his senior year. His prominence in athletics, however, does not
was

1867.

seem

to

have interfered with his classwork, a fact which is corroborated by his high

record of

scholarship throughout his course, which was culminated in a fitting
by the honor of receiving the Philosophy Medal.
After his graduation, Father Donlon spent a year at the Massachusetts In¬
stitute of Technology, at the completion of which he entered the Jesuit Novitiate
at Frederick, Maryland, where he remained for the prescribed three years.
He then took up his philosophy course at Woodstock, whence he returned to
his Alma Mater as Professor of Physics in 1895.
Three years later he became
Faculty-Director of Athletics. It may be of interest to the supporters of athletics
to
learn that, during the two years
of
his
management
of athletics,
Georgetown was represented by the best baseball teams in her history. The
team of ’98 lost only two games out of twenty in the collegiate series, and the
following year even excelled that record. During this season, Georgetown was
defeated bv but one college team, that of Holy Cross, the winner of the inter¬
collegiate championship for that year. Yale and Princeton were defeated three
times in this one season, Harvard and the University of Pennsylvania twice
manner

GEORGETOWN
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During these two years, Father Donlon also reinstated football as a varsity
sport, after the game had been suppressed for many years, and sanctioned, or
rather, projected the first track meet, an event which proved so successful that
it has remained

Taken all in all, it was a very suc¬
precedents, which have served
to raise the standard of Georgetown athletics generally and to broaden their scope.
Returning to Woodstock in the first year of the new century, he completed
his theology course and was ordained by Cardinal Gibbons in nineteen hundred
and three.
In
1906 he returned to Georgetown as Professor of Phy¬
sics.
The followiing year he was appointed Professor of Sciences in Woodstock,
in October, 1911, he was chosen for the position of Assistant Provincial of the
Jesuits of this Province, which position he held until the illness of Father Himmel necessitated the appointment of his successor.
The students were given their first opportunity to meet Father Donlon at
the reception and dinner which they tendered to him in the Ryan Refectory.
The
president entered the hall after the students had assembled at their tables and
took his stand at the head of the Refectory, where every member of the col¬
lege and preparatory departments was presented to him. Rev. Father Creeden
and Thomas S. Smith, president of the Athletic Association, stood beside him,
introducing the boys and recounting such facts as might prove of interest and
value to the new head of the College.
After the presentation, the president
as

a

permanent institution.

cessful term of office and established records and

dined at the senior table.

Thomas

S.

Smith extended to Father Donlon the

greetings of the students. Fie reminded the new president that the students
were welcoming, not only the chief executive of the University, but far more
important to the student mind, an old graduate of this College, although, strictly
speaking, this welcome was superfluous, and unnecessary in the case of the
return of a Georgetown alumnus.
Father Donlon replied gracefully in a cleverly
arranged and splendidly worded speech, in which he gradually ascended to the
sublime in concept and diction.
The main body of the speech was devoted to a
lofty allegory in which he represented the design of our national flag as symbolical
of the three virtues necessary to a true American citizenship—faith, purity and
loyalty. His words were enthusiastically received by the assembled students
and the applause which followed denoted beyond all doubt the fact that Father Don¬
lon fully understands and is in sympathy with the traditions and ideals of this in¬
stitution.
Such appreciation of things intangible and obscure to one not to
the manor born, is possible only to one who has received his training, mental
and physical, amidst the same conditions and environments as his audience.
Throughout the dinner the orchestra and mandolin club rendered several
numbers, and were liberally applauded. Earl Campazzi, at the earnest request
of members of the faculty, seated himself at the piano, and delighted his listeners
with several of those selections whose rendition has made him

a

musical favorite.
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The student-body joined spontaneously in the choruses of several of the songs*

including his original composition, “Cheer for Old Georgetown.” Father Donlon
enjoy thoroughly the informal nature of the entertainment, and, be¬
fore leaving, thanked the students and the individual entertainers for their cour¬
tesy and hospitality. The whole affair will remain as a peculiarly pleasant
memory in the minds of all who attended, as typical of old Georgetown and
her most jealously cherished traditions.
Nothing could have better symbolized
the friendly feeling and the cooperation between faculty and students which is
peculiar to this College.
seemed to

FATHER VAUGHN, S. J.
In the early days of this month, kind Fortune favored us with the oppor¬
tunity of meeting a man who has been widely and keenly discussed on two con¬
tinents.
That man is a Jesuit, and we believe a living exponent of the best of
those principles from which his society derives its origin.
On the first Sunday
of
the
month
lecture
in
evening
he delivered a
the Belasco Theatre in this city
and on the following day he kindly consented to address the students of the Col¬
lege in Gaston Hall. Most of the students availed themselves of the opportunity
of hearing his lecture and the man and his speech were the principal topic of
conversation in this place for some time after his departure from this city.
His lecture was a revelation.
The first impression, when Father Vaughn
began his discourse was rather that of disappointment. His voice is pitched
rather high in comparison to that of most men of his profession, and seemed at
first to lack the necessary profundity and volume to fill the great playhouse.
But, as he progressed, it became evident to his listeners in every part of the house
that the apparent quantitative deficiency was amply compensated for by the in¬
tensity of his tones and the preciseness of his articulation. Every word was fault¬
lessly enunciated, and the manner in which he compelled the undivided attention
of his audience insured for him the hearing of every individual word.
His theme
was “Character—The need of the Age.”
The lecture really contains in a general
way an epitome of his famous sermons directed against the upper classes of Eng¬
These sermons on “The Sins of Society” first served to gain for him recog¬
land.
nition as the greatest English social reformer of the present age. Father Vaughn
was peculiarly fitted for the task which he imposed upon himself, in that his fam¬
ily is of noble blood of long and honorable standing. Hence, he was enabled
to apply himself to his subject with clear understanding of existing conditions
His lecture at the Belasco he divided into three sub-divisions, under the head¬
The time allotted him was tx>
ings: Education, Environment and Heredity
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short for

an exhaustive treatment of the subject-matter, but he was able to set
clearly the general principles which form the basis of his reformatory doc¬
trine, which is, in truth, neither more nor less than a personal application and
exposition of the attitude of the Catholic Church toward the evils which beset
modern society.
Father Vaughn, on this occasion, was enabled to display that particular
division of oratorical talent which has won for him renown, the ability to address
a mixed audience.
Of his hearers that night, some, and especially those of his
own faith were in full sympathy with the doctrine which he preached; others,
viewing the mental attitude only, were diametrically opposed to the tenets which
he maintained, while there were, doubtless, some who actually practice the very
acts which he so firmly condemned.
Yet, it was evident throughout his lecture
that the commanding personality of the man was sufficient to secure for him
impartial hearing. Therein lies the secret of his efficiency. Listen to his words,
weigh his motives—consider his manner and antecedents, and you find yourself
thinking almost unconsciously, “that man is sincere.” He compels not only your
attention but also your confidence, your trust and your respect, and the reason
may be discovered in the fact that the man himself represents that which he

forth

seeks to instill into the minds and hearts of his hearers.

He has lived

as

his faith

prescribes, with the result that he has identified himself with his teaching and
affords to the world at large a striking and compelling example of the value,
and, indeed, the necessity of a Catholic education for the man who would
develop in himself the virtues proper to the worthy citizen of any nation what¬
soever.
As he himself says, 'he has dined at the festal boards of kings’; yet
he still retains, nay, he has perfected the ability to recognize true manliness and
manly worth in the most humble of mortals. His surpassing success has not
turned his head.

the most nearly

He inclines to neither of the natural extremes, he has not lost

divine of mortal attributes, humility, nor does he render unto the
mighty of this earth more than is theirs in strict justice. To his mind, any man,
whatever his station, is merely a man like to himself, the instrument designed by
the First Cause for His external honor and glory, and to be esteemed only inas¬
much as his works are meritorious in the proper sense.
In paucis, Father Vaughn
may well be considered an adornment to his order, and to mankind in general
a splendid
examplar of virile, temperate, efficient manhood.
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The Retirement of President Himmel
W. A.
On

January 23rd Georgetown lost the

devoted

leader

who

had

shaped

her

destiny during the last three and one half
years. Compelled by sickness to abandon
a post which he had tilled with distinction
and

to

the

alumni and

satisfaction

of

faculties,
students, President Himmel

takes with him into retirement the sym¬

pathy, respect and love of
town

man.

every George¬
It is easy to part from one

whose virtues, however numerous, are
cast in angular moulds.
But when a

charming congeniality and an exquisite
companionableness soften the sterner
lines and dim the severity of the naked
virtues there is

sorrow

in the air at their

owner’s

going and sympathy with him in
the untoward affliction that compels it.
Father Himmel was uniformly good and
so his resignation is universally
regretted.
When he took hold of the helm here in
the fall of

1908 the waters were ruffled
sky overcast. His imperturbable
good nature conciliated antagonism and
his unselfish interest in every endeavor
and the

of

students, alumni and

faculties that

made for

Georgetown’s betterment won
him high esteem at the outset and aided
greatly in establishing the union which
he thought essential to Georgetown’s
progress.
How correct he was will ap¬
pear from a review of the fruits of his
labors during the last few years.
The

as
shown by the
1908 and 1912, has increased
from 749 to 1,400.
Nor is the increase

attendance,

rosters of

’15.
confined

single department of the
All engaged President Him-

to

any

university.

mel’s attention and shared in the

success

policies.
The Law
a
gain of 384, the
college next with 116, and the Medical
and Dental Schools with 70 each.
This great growth in numbers de¬
manded enlarged lecture halls for all de¬
partments and more numerous living
that

crowned

School

his

leads

with

for the resident students of the

rooms

college. An addition to the Law School
building was completed for the fall term
of 1910 and during the past summer an
annex

was

erected to

the Medical and

Dental School
Hall

on

the

building. The Old North
College quadrangle was re¬

modeled in the

summer

of L909 so as to

for fifty additional
although the immediate
needs were met by the changes made, so
numerous
are
the applications and so
long the waiting list that a new dormi¬
tory will have to be erected.
The establishment of the Seismograph
Observatory, which is the best equipped
in the United States, and the enlarge¬
ment of the Physics and Chemistry de¬
partments to accommodate the many new
apparatus for the more extensive courses
offered by these departments, evidence
Father Himmel’s interest in the physical
sciences and point to his intention, often
unofficially expressed, of adding a fouryear scientific course to the curriculum
of the University.
The College too was

provide

students,

quarters

and

GEORGETOWN
enriched

by the magnificent
Riggs Memorial Library
opened in the fall of 1910.

annex to

which

the
was

While the immediate affairs of the
dents

stu¬

thus

thoroughly supervised
the development of the University Hos¬
pital which is so important an adjunct of
the Medical School was fostered by
President Himmel.
Having secured title
to the lots that complete the block be¬
tween 35th and 36th streets, the hospital
authorities are daily witnessing the com¬
pletion of three imposing buildings which
were

will be the landmarks of President Hum¬
mel's

zeal

for

the

relief

of

suffering

humanity.
So

achievements marking
growth entitle
Father
Himmel to the respect of every one in¬
terested in the University. They bespeak
the multifold activity of his short term,
his skill in planning and resourcefulness
in executing and his power to stimulate
many

Georgetown’s

others with his

own

fidence in final

success.

But
crease

greater

enthusiasm and

con¬

in¬

and the material advancement that

have resulted from his wise

guidance of
Georgetown’s destiny has been the splen¬
did union among faculties, students and
alumni

which

vated from the

President

accord

and

good will between students
professors, and professors and the
governing councils of the various depart¬
and

This ideal condition is attribu¬

ments.

table to the

example of the distinguished
retiring President whose unselfish in¬
terest
embraced all departments and
generously supported all professorial and
student activity.
He gave great en¬
couragement to the revival of the Dra¬
matic Association and the Glee Club

Plimmel

culti¬

beginning and which was
so
happily manifested in the revival of
social intercourse among all those in¬
terested in Georgetown’s progress.
At
no time have there been more
complete

as

mediums for

bringing the students of the
departments into closer relations.
The many victories on the gridiron and

various

the diamond of the last
the

two

fruit of the union and

years were

cooperation

of all the students which President Him¬

mel

so

admirably fostered.

In the alumni
sense

of

too was

loyalty and

awakened

a new

enthusiasm

for

Alma Mater which resulted in the estab¬

lishment
alumni

of

many

new

Georgetown

associations in

the United States.

than the numerical
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distant parts of
Tt is a cause of regret

that the statue of

Archbishop Carroll, the
contributed by the
alumni, was not completed before Father
Himmel’s retirement. The preparations
funds for which

are

so

were

far advanced

as

to insure its un¬

veiling during the early part of May.
will be erected
the

on

the mound in front

T
<

Healy building, a splendid bronze
Georgetown’s founder, and the
crowning achievement of his worthy suc¬
cessor, Rev. Joseph J. Himmel, S. J.
statue of
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The Gorilla
Richard Edward Connell,

Having embroidered a bright purple
fringe of polyglot profanity on the inky
atmosphere of a Chinese night, and hav¬
ing religiously kicked each member of the
native crew twice, Captain Slain, of the
storied and battered bark,

“Polly O,” gave
his attempts to coax power from the
warped boilers of that craft and insert¬
ing his Missouri meerschaum with prac¬
ticed accuracy in a small aperture in his
tangled maze of red beard, announced
through another similar orifice on the
up

port side of his prognathous countenance,
that the “Polly O” would stop for the
night at that precise spot in, or more ac¬

curately on, which the aforementioned
“Polly O” was then bobbing, like some
Titanic hewn chip on a ruffled millpond,
much magnified.
Forthwith the anchor
was heaved over by a dozen or so varnishfinished sailors of the native crew, and
when the barbed flukes had gripped the
weed-grown bottom of the shallow sea,
the “Polly O” became “as idle as a paint¬
ed ship upon a painted ocean.”
A Chinese lantern moon grinned yel¬
low ly down on the deck where in short
order the near-naked native sailors, Las¬
cars and half caste boys of coffee tint had
sprawled in fantastic attitudes, to sleep,
to snore, and dream of flower-crowned
brown maidens; of much .strong drink
and of the other things of life dear to the
heart of the unaesthetic but happy
heathen. The officers, cosmopolitan Cau¬
casians, seeking cool on the after deck,

smoked

Jr., ’15.
and

the

while talked of many

things.
Such

was the setting for the tense tale
Clancy told, grizzled, tropic-tanned
Clancy, mate of mates, as he sat in kingly
comfort on a rope pile and drove home
the point of his narratave with divers
beating of the air with his freckled fist.
“You’ve been talking of wild animals,”
said Clancy, “and discussing which is the
most cunning and the most to be feared.
The most dangerous of all the animals
is man.
Then, after man, in point of
danger, comes the animal that resembles
man most.
That animal is the gorilla.

that

I know.
“I’ll tell you

comedy with a tragic
tang, where a gorilla played villain; I
had

of

minor role.

a

a

It skirted the land of

Peril, did this Darwinian drama, and it
might have been a second Rue Morgue
affair, were it not that love is blind; that
men in love are brave; that the denoue¬
ment was well timed.
Fate was the stage
manager; Fear shifted the scenes.
“The

gorilla’s name was Vaski. He
perfect specimen of what Noah
Webster calls an arboreal, anthropoid ape.
Mark that word ‘anthropoid.’ It means
‘man-like.’
In the mishapen skull of
Vaski lurked a human cunning, a crafti¬
ness that made him figure in the most
outre occurrence of my life.
And I have
not lived on Pomander Walk, remember
was

a

that.

“Physically Vaski

was a

sight to shud-

GEORGETOWN
One slant at him and you

der at.
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said
would
you were many mil as
away.
Blue print six feet of hairy
strength, interlaced with cable-wire mus¬
cles that writhed and rippled like squirm¬
ing snakes beneath the thick-matted

that the great ape hated Lieutenant Kane
with a malignity unusual even for Vaski.

thatch of the barrel-like chest; add two

it

long gnarled arms, and a pair of
powerful bowed legs; surmount all with

Hilda’s picture that Dave had on his

prayers that the
not break until

bars

on

his

cage

very

flattened, wrinkled head, where cruel
eyes glittered, and you have a half tone
a

of Vaski.
“I

was

an

officer

Samland at the time.

York

We
to

on

the

Steamship

The Samland holds

a

were

Zoo.

Cape
bringing Vaski to New
Vaski’s

owner

was

Cobra

Quirk, A. M., meaning master of
animals, for it was Cobra Quirk alone
who could send Vaski clinging to a cor¬
ner of the cage with fear in the beady
eyes of the brute.
Quirk was a lean,
quiet man, who would kick a lion or a
puppy with equal equanimity.
He died
a year back,
gored by a farmer’s bull.
“He told of Vaski’s capture. Fifty men
had been needed to hold down the net.

Vaski’s mate had been captured, too.

She
less fearsome than

smaller, but no
She died, untamed, the second
day out. Cobra Quirk gave the skin of
the dead ape to Lieutenant Kane; Dave
Kane—you know him, perhaps.
“Dave is captain of the Samland now,
and is one of the best officers planking a
deck today.
He was a dashing young
sea-pup then.
Kane put the gorilla’s
skin in his locker, saying that he would
have a rug made from it. Then he forgot
about it.
Perhaps Vaski heard of Dave’s
possession. I can not say. Certain it is
was

Vaski.

Sandy Hook
bright morning, and we all pounced
on the mail
boy when he came aboard.
Dave Kane received a telegram.
From
the way he smiled when he read it, I knew
from

was

Hilda

Morrison.

It

was

dresser, and in his heart and before his
He had an incurable case of
eyes, too.
intensified

Hildaitis.

The girl lived in

Dave’s

New York.

all record between New York and

Town.

“The Samland puffed into

one

heart-log-book did
Capetown to New York.”
It read “From Capetown to Hilda.”
I
gathered from his talk that while the

not

read “From

Samland

docked at Hoboken between

was

trips, Dave was going to ask Hilda the
big question with the little answer.
“He showed us the telegram.
It was
an invitation to a masquerade ball, from
Hilda, of course. The ball was going
to be given on shore the next night, and
Hilda urged Dave to spring some original
costume, rather than the bromidic garb
of

a

was

Pantaloon,
an

Hilda

animal

a

Romeo

dance,

or a

Friar.

in fact, and

It
as

going as a rabbit, she sug¬
gested that Dave come as some appropri¬
ate beast.
I remember exactly how she
was

closed the note.

“Please let

me

know how you

for I must be able to

recognize

will

come

my own

animal.”

“That little phrase, ‘my own animal,’
for he went to his cabin,

tickled Dave,

repeating it over and over to himself.
We, his fellow officers, offered him sug¬
gestions for the costume. Burns thought
that a parrot would be the clever idea, but
we
a

had

lion,

no

but

Williams suggested
rejected the king of

feathers.

Dave
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adjective-adorned emphasis.
six footer, and he would be

graceful sight cavorting

on

all fours.

I

happened to be sitting on Dave’s locker
while this important question was being
settled, and T thrust my hand inside to
get some tobacco. My hand touched a
bristling, hairy something.
With a
rather impolite expression, I pulled it out.
Also I pulled an idea.
It was the skin
of Vaski’s mate.

Forthwith Dave Kane

decided to go to

the ark-masquerade as a
gorilla. And he told Hilda of his plan.
.“From the hide the ship tailor fash¬
ioned, artfully, a costume for Kane. The
result was startlingly realistic.
Vaski
himself would have been momentarily de¬
ceived.
“I

helped Dave dress for the ball that
night, if pouring one’s self into a gorilla’s
skin can be called dressing.
“You’d

better

have

a

care

about New York in that

how

you

scenery,”

artistically as you would have sworn,.
Captain Slane, and pulling off the gorilla
helmet, struggled to his feet. The Cap¬
tain of the Samland, who was handling
the lariat, let it fall from his limp fingers
with a gasp.
His jaw dropped and his
eyes popped open wide with amazement
You!

“You!

Kane!”

he burst out.

“Ten million devils, look!
you

Vaski! He is

were

We thought

gone.

There!

there!”
Out

of hailing distance and

heading
straight for the pier sped the launch of
the Steamship Samland, and in the bow
crouched the unmistakable figure of a
huge hairy gorilla.
Kane saw.
He reeled.
Only Cobra
Quirk was calm. “Quick, man, the life
boat.
Vaski escaped.
We thought he
was hiding below.
If lie runs amuck in
New York

”

“The sailors tore into their task and
with

“I’m

desperate strokes sent the boat shore¬
while Dave Kane, Cobra Quirk
and I urged them on.
We reached the
pier just as the launch of the Samland
was starting on its return trip.
“Where did he go?” yelled Quirk.
“That way,” the man called back, pointing
into the gathering gloom.
Quirk leaped
out, dog whip in hand.
It was the whip

going ashore in the Samland’s launch.

with which he had often cut Vaski to dun

On shore I have it all fixed with the taxi

and crimson ribbons

He knows that he will have

that stubborn animal

roam

I told him.
most

“New York will stand for

things and there

are many

wild and

woollv objects walking in the streets this

minute who belong, on a tree in
Uganda; but for that Broadway is no
monkey-promenade— that is for real
very

monkies.
“No chance,” Dave assured me.

man.

ian fare.’ ”
I

Then

we

went

a

Sim¬

above.

following Dave up the ladder.
The confused din of rushing feet and
excited voices reached my ears.
As the
masquerading lieutenant stepped on deck,
I

was

saw a noose

settled around his neck with

jerk, and twitch him from his feet.
Dave, swore vigorously, though not as

a

ward,

off.

The other

men

cut off the escape

by

way

of civilizing

The trainer dashed

scattered, seeking to

of Vaski.

Dave Kane and I, the young lieutenant
still in the skin of Vaski’s mate, hurried
to the place where the taxi cab, ordered to

take Dave to the
waited.
both

our

masquerade, was to have
gone.
A thought hit
minds, and the comedy of the

It

was

GEORGETOWN
situation moved up stage
Vaski was in that cab.
driven to the ball.
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and evaporated.
He had

been

He would be admitted

the

masquerade.
Hilda Morrison
would recognize him
for Dave.
She
would speak to him and then
?
The people along Eighty-eighth street
gasped to see a steamer officer and a man
in the skin of a gorilla sprint past, but be¬
ing New Yorkers they said, "It’s an ad¬
vertisement,” and forgot it.
to

We reached the ball room, and

breath¬

lessly entered. It was a unique affair.
Frogs waltzed with robins, butterflies
capriced with kangaroos, and numerous
bears, snipes, lions, ducks and seals con¬
versed in a most friendly manner.
The
gay dancers did not notice our entrance.
With anxious glances we swept the room.
No gorilla, no rabbit was in sight.
We
hastened to one palm-secluded corner.
But in that nook was a wasp holding the
hand of

a

peered between the palms of the
next corner.
What we saw stopped our
breath.
On a divan sat a rabbit, and be¬
side her, very close, sat a gorilla—Vaski.
dared

strangely
him

not

stir.

peaceful

would

be

Vaski

was

in

a

To

disturb
quick
he would crush

mood.

fatal.

With

one

of his great arm
slender, tender rabbit
that
now,
all unsuspecting, cuddled
against him.
Straining every muscle,
squeeze

the life from the

Dave and I crouched motionless, watching
the bizarre pair and waiting our chance.

The shaggy arm went out and about
the waist of the rabbit.
The pseudorabbit did not resist the embrace of the
real

the rabbit say, and I saw the eyes of the
real Dave light with pleasure even at so
crucial

a

moment.

"Urrg
murmured.

warr urrrrrrrggggg” Vaski
“Oh ! Dave,” whispered the

rabbit, “I know what
it in

you mean,

but say

English.”

Then Vaski the

wooer

turned Vaski,

Tiring of the game, cruel
cunning supplanted amorous tenderness.
The music of a waltz struck up. Hilda
killer.

the

attempted to free herself from the
brace of Vaski.

With

em¬

growl
he lunged out to seize her.
The girl
recognized the real brute in the sound,
a

savage

and fainted.

Kane, bare-handed and un¬
armed, hurled himself at Vaski’s throat.
I made a flying tackle for the brute’s
Then Cobra

knees.

Quirk arrived.
crushing Dave with
squeezing me to a pulp with

Vaski in the act of
one

hand and

the other, looked and saw his master and
the dreaded

mouse.

We

We
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gorilla.
“Urrrrrggwarrrggg,” crooned Vaski,
holding Miss Morrison more tightly.
"Oh ! Dave, I’m so happy,” we heard

whip. Fie relaxed his hold
slipped to the floor, almost
unhurt.
Vaski fled, Quirk in hot pur¬
suit.
Knocking the alarmed waltzers in
every direction, Vaski with great leaps,
crossed the ballroom and, in a frenzy of
fear, dived through a window to the street

and Dave and I

below.

The ball
New

floor.

Vaski

hard.

The other
with

a

Just

room was on

York
never

the fourth

pavements are very
went to another ball.

gorilla drove home in

a

taxi

rabbit in his arms.”

the dog star pursued the great
milky way, Clancy, the
teller of tales,
finished.
The moon
grinned yellowly on the decks of the
“Polly O” and on the near-naked Lascar
crew, sleeping there in the cool and dream¬
ing of many things dear to the soul, of the
unaesthetic, but happy, heathen.
bear

as

down the
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Campus and Corridor
Leonard Brosseau, ’12.
GLEE

recitations, brought forth volumes
applause.
The “North Porch
Quartet” gave the pleasing medley of
songs which they sing about the campus
in their leisure moments and they showed
themselves quite capable of rendering
“Barber Shop Harmony.”
The entertainment was given for the
benefit of the Christ Child Society and it
proved quite a success. Manager Darr,
of the clubs, is fixing dates for the enter¬
tainment of the people around Washing¬
ton, and it is expected that a trip to some
nearby town will be taken in the near
short

CLUB.

of

On

January the nineteenth the Glee
Clubs, assisted by the or¬
chestra, made their appearance before
the public for the first time since nineteen
hundred and three.
The performance
was most creditable, considering the fact
that most of the members were making
their debut before the public.
The pro¬
gram consisted of selections by the clubs
and many solos.
and Mandolin

The Mandolin Club numbers seemed
to be

enthusiastically received than
others. The Glee Club rendered two
very pleasing selections and they were
well received.
“Mynheer Vandunck”
was rendered
in great fashion.
When
the club makes its next appearance the
rough edges will be worn ofif.
more

any

future.

The program of
follows

Selections

from

Reinhardt—G.
“Your

the concert

was as

“The Spring
Orchestra.

Maid,”

:

U.

Solo,

Tiny Hand is Frozen,” Puccini—

The orchestra, under the leadership of
Mr. L. V. Moss, was a great surprise. Its

Mr. Brosseau.

members showed their

Vandunck,” Bishop—-Glee Club. Sere¬
nade Badine, Gabriel-Marie—Mandolin
Club.
Solo, “A Dream,” Bartlett—Mr.
White. Cornet Solo, “The Lost Chord,”
Sullivan—Mr. Whittaker. “PoorWillie,”

training by play¬
ing the “Selections from The Spring
Maid,” which are very difficult.
They
had lots of expression and kept perfect
time.

Among the other numbers, Willie Gal¬
Pianologue stands forth with the
greatest prominence.
Willie seemed to
be at his best and his interpretations of
different popular songs brought forth
vin’s

encore

of the

after

encore.

He

was

the “hit”

evening. “For You Alone” was
most admirably given by Thomas Smith.
“Bobby” Gannon, by his rendition of

’Cello Solo, “Traumerei,”
Graves. “Mynheer

R. Schumann—Mr.

Atkinson—Glee

Club.

Pianologue, ar¬
ranged by Galvin—Mr. Galvin.
Solo,
“All through the Night,” Humphries—
Mr. Rodriguez. Recitation, Mr. Gannon.
Medley, arranged by H. J. Carton—
North Porch Quartet. Marche Militaire,
Schubert—G. U. Orchestra. Solo, “For
Alone,” Geehl—Mr. Smith. Solo,
Berceuse, from “Tocelyn.” Godard—Mr.

You
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Daly. College Medley, compiled by Wier
—Mandolin Club.
“Sons of George¬
town,” Collier—Glee Club.

SODALITY.

Friday evening, February the second,
was

DRAMATICS.
On
town

will

Friday, February 16th, the George¬
University Dramatic Association
present its annual play at the Co¬

lumbia Theatre

for

the

benefit of

the

Christ Child

the occasion of the annual solemn

reception of postulants into the Sodality
of the Immaculate Conception, thirteen
candidates being admitted.
Following a short prayer, the exercises
were opened with a sermon by the Rev.
Jerome Dougherty, S. J., whom anyone

Society. The play this year
will be the comedy, “A Trip for His
Health,” preceded by Cardinal New¬

that

was

here between nineteen hundred

and

one

and nineteen hundred and five

will remember

as

man’s “The Dream of Gerontius.”

the

Speaking of the impor¬

Two

College.

a

former President of

years ago the Dramatic Association put
the comedy, “All the Comforts of
on

tance

Home,” which proved a great success.
Last year a step forward was taken when
“The Last of the Gladiators” was staged.
The last mentioned production was a tre¬
mendous undertaking and the association
received great praise for their efforts.
This year, however, a comedy will again
be staged, and in all probability a tragedy
will be presented before the end of the

teen years

year.
“A

postulants before him to maintain the
high standard of the society, and im¬
pressed upon them the necessity of prac¬
ticing in their daily life the virtues of
which their chief intercessor with Christ,
the Blessed Virgin, is the model.
Advancing at the close of the sermon

Trip for His Health” is full of
lively action and side-splitting situations,
and it should score a great hit. The cast
is experienced, many of them having ap¬
peared in the first play attempted by the
Dramatic Association.
Among the most
prominent members of the cast are Mr.
Crosby, as General Montague; Mr. McQuillen, as Mr. Baverstock; Mr. Carroll,
as
Capt. Carew; Mr. Gannon, as Mr.
Horace Bolingbuke; Mr. Rodriguez, as
Lieutenant Denton, and Mr. Lamberton
as

Mr.

Henry Carlton.

An extended review of the
will appear

Journal.

performance

in the next number of the

of

devotion

in

the

Sodality he

drew attention to the hundred and four¬

of its existence here and to the
influence for good which it
had always exerted among the students,
telling of the stamp that it placed upon
the character of its members, distinguish¬
ing them not only through their college
course
but also after their graduation
when they had taken their places amidst
wonderful

men

in

the

world.

He

exhorted

the

the candidates knelt at the altar rail and
after

satisfactorily replying to the pre¬
liminary questions of the Director, Fr.
William F. X. Sullivan, S. J., they sol¬
emnly recited the act of consecration.
They were next invested with their
offices and presented with medals and
diplomas.
Arising then full fledged
members of the Sodality, they returned
to their pews and assisted with the rest

GEORGETOWN
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benediction of the most

solemn

the
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Blessed Sacrament.

SENIOR NOTES
At

a

The

light still flickers in the Old
lighthouse. Some claim that it
has not been extinguished for weeks, and
advance the explanation that the grand
old keeper is “doping” out a new one,
viz., trying to beat Mertz to what he is
about to say in the morning.
North

meeting of recent date the
finally decided to issue a

Senior class

This will be the first class-

Year Book.

SOPH. NOTES.

published in this
college since that of Naught Nine. The
book

that

has

been

matter of assessment

was

Ed. Donnelly, ’14.

settled in the

meeting in order that the project
might be set on foot as soon as possible.
same

The duties of Editor-in-Chief
trusted

to

Frank

H.

were

Burke, who

en¬

was

enpowered to choose his staff and
arrange the plans at his own discretion.
James K. Lynch was chosen to fill the
position of Business Manager. There is
a wealth of material for such a subject,
also

and the members of the class of Nine¬

Twelve

should

possess in
their
interesting and beautiful
memento of the brightest years in the
history of Georgetown.
Great regret has been expressed that
the custom of allowing relay races be¬
tween teams representing the classes of
the college has not been revived; those
teen

Year-Book

who

an

should

know

seniors would make

contend
a

that

the

strong bid for the

trophy.
And
on

deep regret that we chronicle
departure of four of our classmates:
John Mathison, of Wheeling, W. Va.;
Pierre

Dwyer, of New York City; Carlos
Rodriguez, of the same city, and Herman
Killian, of Uitca, N. Y. The last men¬
tioned will prepare himself for medical
school, while the others are entering
upon business careers.
John Mathison entered Georgetown
Preparatory School September, 1909,
played quarterback on the football team
and ran on the fast Prep, relay team of
that year; next fall entered college and
was elected vice-president of the class of
1914; played on the class team in both
football and baseball, being especially
prominent in the latter.
He leaves to
assist his

father

in the insurance busi¬

Of an exceptionally happy and
disposition he quickly made and
kept friends, and to say he will be missed
is putting it mildly.
Pierre Dwyer entered Georgetown last
year from the St. Francis Xavier, New
York; was elected captain of the Sopho¬
ness.

some

built their houses

the

on

sand

night of the big wind, the
was weeping and
wailing and gnashing of teeth.”
Unwearied by the bitter struggle on the
slippery battlefield of Metaphysics, the
Social Brigade strides boldly forth, led
by the long-greaved Gothamite, him of
the seven league strides and the im¬

and,

It is with

the

houses fell and there

mortal boutonniere.

likable

more

class

team

this

fall.

His

was

a

genial temperament, and his unassuming
will cause many to regret his
manner
departure.
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FRESHMAN NOTES.

Carlos

Rodriguez prepared at De La
Georgetown Prep. School,
being a member of the Prep, crew of
1910.
He leaves many friends in both
the Prep, and College classes.
He will
engage in business with his father.
Hermann Killian will not be entirely
Salle
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and

lost, since he intends to return next fall
and enter the Medical School.
He en¬
tered last year from
and was prominent

Utica Free Academy
in class football.
At a recent class meeting it was de¬
cided that the Sophomore banquet would
take place this year on January 17th at
Rauscher’s in this city.
The Sophomore class has been well
represented on the varsity basketball
team by “Happy” Heiskell and “Roy”
Waldron.

Heiskell has put up a strong

guard all season, being especially
prominent in the Virginia game, while
the addition of Waldron to the varsity
quint has made a noticeable improve¬
ment in their showing in the last couple
of games.
His basket throwing in the
Virginia game was of the most spec¬
tacular order and was easily the feature

game at

of that game.

In track

we

have been

represented by

Devlin, who shows considerable promise
in the distance events.

He has been

joined lately by Callaghan and Lawler.

All

the arrangements

for the Fresh¬
completed. The “feast”
is to be held at the Hotel Raleigh on the
evening of the twentieth of this month.
The banquet committee consists of: John
Conroy, Edmund O’Boyle and William
Revel.
There is great interest being
taken in this event by the class, and every
indication points to a most enjoyable
evening.
“Jack” Ryan, T 5, has been absent
from college since the examinations and
has not returned as yet.
It has been
learned that he developed a case of
“grippe” while home. We all hope that
he will soon recover from this malady
and return to college.
Edward Carroll, ’15, has left college
and has taken a position with a promin¬
ent tobacco company in New York City.

man

banquet

are

The Freshman basketball team
into their

came

Sunday last, and dealt the
stinging defeat in their inter¬
class game, trimming them to the tune of
21 to 19.
The game was very interesting
and closely contested throughout. Much
credit is due to Captain Shugrue of the
Freshmen, who caged seven baskets for
“Sophs”

his team.

own

a
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The Solar

System

James K. Lynch, ’12.
All men, whether savage or

civilized,
always been interested in natural
phenomena such as the rising and setting
of the stars, the alternation of day and
night, the changing phases of the moon,
the wandering of the planets, and the
startling appearance of comets. Begin¬
ning with the ancient Chaldeans and
Egyptians, speculation on these matters
have

has continued

unceasingly. Hence it may
be interesting to review the theories of
various ages regarding the order and har¬
mony of the celestial bodies, and see how
in contemplating them many were misled
in their conceptions, and handicapped
bv the lack of instruments-

Everyone knows now that our sun is
of the stars, immensely distant from
the other stars, just as they are distant

one

from each other.

Comparatively

near to our sun and un¬

powerful dominion and sway are
moon, and the eight planets :
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. This fam¬
ily is called the solar system and it is
about it that astronomy is
chiefly and
the earth, the

intimately concerned rather

about the distant stars of which

comparatively little.
whether

or

which was supposed to be
produced by the periodic arrangement
and regular motion of the sun, moon,
planets and stars- Some thought that
this music
ome

chaos

cease

some

intelli¬

would

result.

Mortal

men

did not hear it,

they said, because of be¬
ing long accustomed to it just as those
residing wdthin hearing of Niagara’s cat¬
become unconscious of the sound

aract

of the

waters.

Aside from these

poetical and mythical
a systematic ex¬
planation of the motions of the heavenly
bodies was Ptolemy, who flourished at
Alexandria about 140 A. D.
notions the first to offer

We have all observed that in the

mo¬

Nor do

we

we

there are two mo¬
yearly motion, and in
the case of the moon a monthly motion.
A daily motion is merely the rising and
setting of a body in the sky with which
we are all familiar.
A yearly motion is
tions,

the

movement

a

of the

sun

eastward among

know

stellations of stars always reappear con¬

the stars rise

Going back to the time of the ancients

there

has.

written about the

heavenly music of the spheres and celes¬

a

spicuously in certain
year.

was

daily and

know

not the rest of the stars have

find that much

a

the stars from

as

we

perceived by

or

day to day. Consequently
little earlier every night
throughout the year, and the various con¬

than

planetary systems about them such
our sun

was

at least sentient auditor, and
believed that if the music should

gent

tions apparent to us

der its

most

tial harmony

seasons, year

Now to each of these apparent
is a corresponding real

after

motions
motion

which is the foundation for it.

Therefore because the

stars and

planets

GEORGETOWN
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at

tively small, should be the centre of

west

tion of the

night apparently revolve from east to
as does the sun by day and also
the moon, the first supposition was that

the earth

was

that all else

fixed and immovable and

including the

volved around the earth

ancients knew,

sun

as a

really

centre.

re¬

The

indeed, that the motion

might be explained in another way, as
being only apparent, but the science of
dynamics had been so little developed
that it was thought impossible for the
We find an expression of this
reasons.
idea in the lines of Virgil:
“And

now

ocean

the heaven rolled round From
rushed

The Night and wrapt in shadow earth
and air.”

Of

course

the true

explanation of this

is that these bodies do not revolve from

day, but that the earth
turns from west to east.
Thus in regard
to daily motions.
To account for the monthly motion
east to west every

the

enormous

sun

mo¬

and the rest of

planets.

Here

again Ptolemy made the mistake
confounding apparent with real mo¬
tion.
The motion of the imaginary point
was only apparent and due to the daily

of

rotation of the earth in the
tion.
was

reverse

direc¬

The
the

peculiar looped appearance
delusion produced by the earth,

inasmuch

as

it

is the habitude of the

observer, revolving around the sun.
This system of astronomy developed by

Ptolemy and published in his Almagest
was almost universally accepted and be¬
lieved until the fifteenth century. The
principal reason for this was that tele¬
scopes and fine instruments were not yet
invented.

Hence

men

were

not able

to

Ptolemy supposed that they did not re¬
solve with the same speed as the firma¬

of details, which, when
by the power and ac¬
curacy of telescopes, finally gave us cer¬
tain proof of the truth.
Furthermore the
Ptolemaic system apparently explained
all the phenomena of the heavens visible

ment of stars.

to

of the

But

moon

the

and the sun’s annual motion.

planets,

Mars, Jupiter and

Saturn presented some difficulty for the
addition to a daily motion they wandered
backwards and forwards among the stars.
From this appearance Ptolemy concluded
that their

in the form of a
or epiclycloids,
and that this motion was equivalent to,
or produced by revolution about an imag¬
inary point while at the same time the
point itself was revolving about the earth
as a centre.
With our present knowl¬
edge of the law of gravity it seems
highly absurd that the earth, compara¬
series

of

paths
looped

were

curves

study the

mass

afterwards revealed

the unaided eye.
It

not until

the

beginning of the
century that a system closely
resembling the one accepted at present
was advanced by Copernicus.
Copernicus, which is the Latinized
form of Koppernigk, was born at Thorn,
Prussia, in 1473. He attended the Uni¬
versities of Cracow, Bologna and Padua
was

sixteenth

and

his

studies embraced mathematics,

astronomy, medicine and, among other

things, painting, drawing and perspec¬
The system proposed by him, some¬
times called the Copernican and some¬
times the heolicentric system because the

tive.
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sun

is made the centre,

completely revolu¬

the solar system,

ment of

tionized astronomy.

in which

daily rising and setting of the sun
and the stars he rightly ascribed to the
rotation of the earth on its axis every

developed..

The

and the way
knowledge of it has been
The distance from the sun

our

the earth revolves is

at which

million miles.

Venus,

ninety-two

Two planets, Mercury and

closer to the

than

twenty-four hours and the perculiar mo¬
tions of the planets he explained by sup¬
posing that all of them including the

and five others revolve in orbits outside

earth circled around the sun as a center.

times that distance.

peculiar that Copernicus grasped
generations before it could
be proved with certainty.
But he made
the mistake in common with Ptolemy in
that he supposed the planets and earth to
revolve in perfect circles.
It was im¬
proper, the philoslophers thought, that
heavenly bodies should move in any but
perfect curves and they regarded the cir¬
cle alone as being the most perfect and
It

of ours,

beautiful of

curves.

the

system.

did the ancients, that
because it was the place of
man’s abode, was of preeminent impor¬
He

conceived,

as

the earth,
tance

in creation and the

and

that

the

centre

of the

revolved
around it.
The rest of the planets, how¬
ever, he considered as revolving around
the sun, while it revolved around the
universe,

The

only substantial difference between
known to be true and the
theory of Copernicus is in regard to the
shape of the planet’s orbits. He thought
them {>erfect circles whereas they are
ellipses with the sun at one of the foci.
This then in general is the arrange¬

the system now

which is

the

sun

in that direction

commonly called from west to

and all have a rotation distinct
this, corresponding to the earth’s

east,
from

rotation every twenty-four hours.
The earth lias one satellite or
Which
a

revolves

Venus and

an

earth

once

planets except

Mercury have
If

moon

from west to east

month and all the other

one or more

dweller

should

journey to Mars he would be astonished
by seeing two moons in the sky at die
same
time, one of them rising in the
west and setting in the east more than
once a day, and the other rising in the
east and setting in the west, and remain¬
ing in the sky longer than a day at a
time.

sun

^arth.

we are,

planets, including the earth, re¬

around

satellites.

Copernican system was
proved Tycho Brahe, a Danish astrono¬
mer with a silver nose, proposed a third
Before

volve

sun

the farthest of them being thirty

All the

was

the main truth

are

The

reason

why

moons

are

held in

these orbits is to be found in the attraction

of

gravity of their primary planet and the
planets are likewise held in their orbits
by the attraction of the sun.
There are some more heavenly bodies
which also revolve under the control of
the

in

less

elliptical orbits
belong to and com¬
plete the solar system, namely, the aster¬
oids, meteors or shooting stars and
sun

more

or

and hence these also

comets.
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Days in Italy II
Nomad, ’13.

All hitherto had been
now,

it seemed,

mencing.
at

five

On

a

o’clock

preliminary and
trip was just com¬
particular morning then,
our

we

scurried

across

the

sleeping city, and sunrise found us trudg¬
ing up the long hill of the Via Farvia.
Something caught in my throat when I
said, Goodbye to Naples’ smiles and maccaroni; but regrets of this kind are, after
all, short-lived—there’s always so much
ahead.
When

reached the

we

turno, the road

was

Plain of Vol-

level enough, but

It made a Maryland Corduroy
respectable.
The dust,
moreover, was a luxury.
That nice white
sifting kind that coats within as well as
without, and cakes on the very pupils of
the eyes. Soon, too, a thundercloud ap¬
peared and burst. Then had our way lain
through black molasses the riding could
not have been more trying.
So with all
rocky!
seem

almost

this trouble in the first few hours of

our

journey, breakfast and A versa seemed
more

than

sweet

easily

a

as

arrow

in the distance.

For

mile the approach was straight
and led through a double
line of huge umbrella pines to a splendid
old battlemented gateway.
The people
are quite clean and progressive, for this
part of the country, and have given their
home that Italian up-to-date look which
tends to overgloss and make us forget
Aversa’s dangerous past.
For it was in
the grim dark castle here, if you remem¬
ber, that Johanna I, so often called the
an

Mary Stuart of Naples, had Andreas,
husband, murdered. We pon¬
dered on each gory detail, while making
appreciative inroads on a large “fritata,”
or delicious omelette, which is made with
her bestial

oil and sometimes cheese

or

onions.

Then, strong from within, we pushed
on
over
a
straight hot dusty road to
Santa Maria, where stood the ancient
Capua. The amphitheatre which ranks
as one of the oldest and largest in Italy
has fine well-preserved substructures and
is in all an interesting picturesque ruin.
The town itself though is pretty bad. Alt
the way to New Capua—or simply Capua
as it is known, stretched an endless chain
of oxen hay carts seeing just how much
choking dust they could kick up. As a
consequence, when we sat down at last
to

lunch in old “Della Posta”

as was on our
as

with flour.

our

eye¬

much of the like
faces were powdered white

brows, lashes and

as

The drawbridges, moats,

gates and walls are

ing feature.
never

to

Capua’s only interest¬
The town, in fact, seems

have recovered from the blow

it received in 1501, when
Caesar Borgia” put 5,000

“that impulsive
of its sons and

daughters to the sword.
nice long snooze in a little
a
of trees beyond the river, we were
off again over the level Campagna for
whatever we could reach that night—
Monte
Cassino, perhaps.
Once we
stopped for some lemonade in a nameless
hamlet where the landlady had a very
After

grove
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daughter. I was, ] remember,
profoundly polite—“Mayhaps a bit too
pretty

so”—and Mama Mia gave me a

much

side-long nudge that was better than
volumes.
The tiny room was crowded
so nobody missed the joke, and before I
could remount and be off they had bap¬
tized in fancy our grandchildren.
O
these peasants ! Ebbene!
When we reached Teano, I was, if
possible, a little more dead than the
others. A long cool avenue of sycamore
led gradually up to a compact little town
which seemed to have grown like a coral
reef on top of itself.
The clustering
houses contrasted with the green

of the
surrounding woods seemed sugar white,
and with the metal cap of the crowning
Campanile fairly glistened in the sunset.
I felt like a prince, else these hackneyed
details would

never

But the fact
the

less, that

to a

close.

was

our

We

a

have been noticed.
welcome

one,

none

days journey had

come

were

told that this little

place of some odd 13,000 was a thriving
city four hundred years before Christ
and had undergone numerous seiges then.
Now there is just a nice clean market
with

town

dral

and

a

the

small, “Done-over” Cathe¬
fragments of an ancient

theatre.

At

which

favored with

the

Lancellotte,
the
delighted landlord turned over to us his
own private apartments, and as we slept
six staring family chromos were strange¬
ly mixed in with our dreams.
Next morning rain kept 11s until quite
late, and when we started the headwind
was still against us.
The country was
lovely, several ruined castles and cool
woody glades, but a lot of mean little
hills

we

and

the

Albergs
our

aforesaid

presence,

breeze

rather

enthusiasm. When, how¬
above Cassino hove
in sight we felt like crusading pilgrims
first viewing Jerusalem, and rode like
tempered

ever,

our

the Monastery

made till

reached the town.

we

We had

good, very big lunch at the Verand then, by way of reckless cele¬
bration, rode up to the Convent in a cab.
What a situation ! Enthroned she sits
a

very

rone,

loaf hill two thousand feet
mountain-fringed plain of which
she is so queenly a soverign. Later the
driving rain is over and the sky half
cleared of clouds.
Silently we stand by
the railing of the broad western balcony
on

a

sugar

above the

to

watch

ever-more-beautiful

the

sink out of

sight.

The valley

have washed her face and

sun

seems

to

wears now a

The ruined castle below

brilliant smile.
and the

rugged mountains in the fore¬
ground stand out in bold relief, while
distant ridges, like receding waves, rise
into blueness, the last ridge palely melt¬
ing into space. Nature seemed to em¬
body in that hour of serenity the essence
of a pure monastic life.
In the far-away days of paganism a
temple of Appollo stood on this sight.
Then, long after this was a vine-mantled
ruin, St. Benedict came and here placed
us

his cell.

The remains of this first sixth

century monastery are preserved under
the

with

buildings of
countless

shrines.

a later date and, hung
lamps, are visited as

The entrance of the rich old

church is closed

by curious old bronze
Abby’s pos¬
sessions when William the Conquerer
was still in
Normandy. The crypt where
doors inscribed with all the

St.

Benedict

and

St.

faithful sister, lie side

Scholastica, his

by side was most
impressive; the choir stalls are hand-

GEORGETOWN

carved like the finest Valenciennes, and
below are exquisite chapels in Mosaics

Egyptian frescoes, just now on the
They have, too, a
verge of completion.
wonderful library of priceless books and
manuscripts.
A Dante with marginal
notes, Papal Bulls, the private letters of
Kings and Emperors, all in themselves
worth twenty fortunes.
But that which
is best of all and, too, which is longest
remembered, is the spirit of kindly hos¬
pitality which pervades the monastery
and all its inmates.
No one knocking at
the gate is refused.
All are welcome.
Food, drink, a delightful room and the
and

best of attention
one

for

alike

are

tendered

nothing.

to

every¬

In the small

guests refectory where we dined there

for example, visiting priests, our¬
selves, two beggars and a farmer lad, all
met on a perfect plane of equality.
It

were,

seemed

like

a

tale

of

the

thirteenth

century, and the dear old place itself
hardly tended to break the illusion. I
almost entered the order then and there
and would love to have spent a

week at
least, but one little summer is very short
after all; so when breakfast was over
next morning we walked to the town
below

on

When

foot.
we

mounted, the head wind,

which Pm tired of

mentioning, was still
blowing stiffly. Of course this trebled
the work, but gave us a wonderful appe¬
tite for noon. We lunched below Aquino,
in sight of the ruined Roccasecca, where
the great St. Thomas of Aquinas was
born in 1224.
The Trattoria, the only
one

within

reach,

was

of the meanest

patronized chiefly by carters and
roadmenders.
We had, as usual, just a
plain fritata and a huge loaf of black
sort,
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bread, with
down.

some

But I

cheap wine to wash it

so hungry, I chewed
dry bread long after the rest was
gone.
In the lovely valley of the Liris
on the old bridge that crosses the river
we halted at the former boundary of the
Papal States. Poland can not be more
pathetic. At Arce where we stopped for
directions
and
refreshments, Falstaff,
blandly smirking, attempted to make
was

on

friends with
was
our

at

a

cute

little contadina who

passing with her mules. Much to
delight she turned in a fury and made

him with her stick.

No wonder the

Virginia Queen asked in particular for
the Merry Wives of Windsor.
Frosinone, where we spent the night,
is a clean, pretty town with another
gorgeous
situation.
One here finds
native costumes more generally worn
than in most parts of the country.
We
were
so dry after the day’s hard work
that in quenching our thirst we became
very friendly, and at dinner really had
quite a party.
When

we

left

the

“Garabaldi”

next

morning there were grumblings in the
sky, and before we reached the foot of
the hill the rain was pouring in sheets.
Hamlet’s wheel broke, moreover, in some
unfixable way and we had to take the
train into Rome.
Although this meant
we must give up Alatri and Anagni, we
cheerfully forgot it, bought some fat
ham sandwiches and boarded third class.
As the train neared Rome the

splendid
aqueducts, with their countless arches,
rose up around us seeming all to direct
our gaze to the horizon where the huge
purple bubble of St. Peter’s Dome reared
its all-ruling head.
To run through a category of the cities’'
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sights, with remarks “ala
Bromine” on each, were little more hope¬
less than to give an epitome of its history.
Be it understood, then, that in the weeks
we spent in Rome
we almost ate and
slept in Basilcas, Palaces, Museums and
ruins.
We were with Cicero on the
Rostrum, St. Peter at the Quo Vadis,
Rienzi on the steps of the Capitol,
with
Tosca on the parapet of old St. Angelo,
Garabaldi at the Porta Pia and at last, no
more
in fancy but in the flesh, with
Christ’s Vicar, His Holiness Pius X.
The temperature on the morning of
our audience was, I think, about twelve
hundred in the shade.
I had been out of
treasures

and

It might have been the
it was more prob¬
ably too much cassata and apricot jam,
to say nothing of cakes and creme de
Cocoa. So waiting in the crowded Log¬
gia I became more ill by the minute.
for

sorts

days.

water but entre nous

About

noon we were

ushered “en masse”

splendid salon hung with crimson.
After the usual hurryings to and fro,
opening and shutting of doors, whisper¬
ings and distant signalings, the Pope, a
lovable dear old man, accompanied by
his Cardinal, Merry del Val, entered
into

a

his

with

small

retinue.

All

present

he spoke in a deep wellmodulated voice of his pleasure at seeing
them.
My poor head swam and my
stomach—an awful dread seized me, and
rather than disgrace myself in that place
of all places, I sprang for the door.
While cooling off on the broad marble
step, outside, a good looking young Swiss
were

kneeling

Guard

came

as

over

told him “Rotten.”

to ask how

He asked

I felt.
me

I

where.

For lack of the Italian word I rubbed my
belt line dolefully.
With a few muttered

words of

sympathy he called to a house
in bright serese who disap¬
peared and returned a moment later
carrying a little polished chest. Behind
him was a kindly old man in shovel hat
and cassock whom I recognized as one
of the physicians of His Holiness.
He
mixed me a dose that acted quickly and
I trotted back just in time to kiss the
massive jewel encircled emerald. I was
almost glad I had been sick.
Experience though was powerless to
hold me back and all during our stay we
treated our insides unmercifully.
For
you must know that the fancy ices and
creams
in Italy are “most delectable.”
Then we’d buy an elaborate cake on the
Corso, take it home and wash it down
with the Creme de Cocoa we had bought
at the Tre Fontane.
All these things are
the things not to do when you take a
bicycle trip. But you’ll miss a lot of fun
unless you leave your don’ts at home.
A pilgrimage was made of course to
Horace’s own Tibur.
The lovely Ren¬
aissance garden of the Villa I’Este, the
attendant

beautiful

falls

and

the

remains

of

Hadrian’s

splendid Villa make this little
pre-Roman town more than worthy of a
visit. Midway on the Campagna are the
Aquae Abulae—famous sulphur baths
popular in the golden age. We had a
beautiful swim with

Jersey Coast
quite at home.
Then, too, before our visit was over
we had seen moonlight in the Colloseum,
heard the Angelus from the Pincian. seen
the sunset through the Aqueducts; in
short, had done all the familiar, but evernew, “stunts” that every one must do
some

dives and made ourselves

who visits Rome.
We left

by the Porta del Populo feel-
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ing very blue and on my part otherwise
indisposed, as I had foolishly treated my¬
self, the previous day, to a good old
fashioned glass of Caster-oilibus!
A
few miles north of the city we crossed
the Tibur by the Mulvian Bridge, famous
in history as a battlefield; then on by a
pretty road past the Villa Livia, lots of
tombs and
on

scores

of nameless old ruins,

into the sunbaked

stomach

within

and

foot hills.

the

My

without

heat

formed too strong a

combination to fight
against, and near Castelnuovo I rolled
off my wheel and lay face downward in
a

ditch where there

was

some

mud—for all the world like

a

nice cool

dog that’s

down and out.

The town, where
other
we

wondered,

where

“Does

Castelnuovo

lunched

we

heavenly omelette

was

on

an¬

the sort that

even

is?”

God

know

Later

we

stretched out in the nice

shady woods and
slept the sleep of the overworked till it
was a little less insufferably hot.
As we
■came in
sight of old Mt. Soracte, we

An

looked

of

the

greatest

eagerly to see if it “stet nive,”
though now it did begin

but

no

to

cool

where

such luck,

off

a

bit.

Civita Castellana,

spent the night, is quite a pre¬
dignified town, perched high on
a cliff and bounded
by three deep gorges.
When it first appeared we were on the
opposite mountain. The late sun was be¬
hind the city and the gorges were flooded
with its deep rich light. We dined that
night on a tiny roof garden overhanging
the main street. There were little lamps
here
and there, morning glories all
around, and rather too many beautiful
pigeons for comfort, or certain safety.
Before we went to bed we perched on
a top
balcony of the old hotel—there was
a full, glorious moon that evening,
mak¬
ing plans for the future. I have never
looked more thin or badly than in Civita
Castellana, but the very thought of
Umbria in the morning would make a
corpse sit up and smile!
we

tentious

(To be continued.)

English Minster
Maroyn Brown,
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glories of the

England of the past is undoubtedly
the beauty and splendor of her Cathe¬
dral
Churches.
In
many
a
quiet
country district, miles away from any
large center of civilization, the traveler
sees, standing strongly outlined against
the sky,
a
great Gothic Cathedral,
with its massive towers and graceful
■arches.
Often it occupies a piece of

’15.

rising ground

apart from the habi¬
tations of men, and as the sun sets in
a blaze of
glory over its western portal,
its

solitary majesty impresses the be¬
a sense of awe and grandeur
not to be experienced wherever else he
may go. Sometimes, it is true, the cathe¬
dral stands in the midst of a thriving
town which, as at Norwich, has grown
up around it; but often, too, as at Ely,
holder with
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mighty edifice rises in a bleak moor¬

land

which fact makes us
what led the pious monks of old

district,

wonder

stately buildings in such un¬
peopled deserts. Nor is it enough to
allege in explanation that the rites and
ceremonials of the ancient days required
vast spaces for their performances.
The
saintly founders seem to have been ani¬
mated by a spirit of devotion which took
no heed of utility, but with loving hands
to rear

their

made their churches

posing

as

as

possible to

beautiful and im¬
serve

as

eternal

the glory of God.
majority of the Cathedrals of
England did not spring at once into
being, but grew up steadily, added to now
and then by a pious abbot, altered at
different periods by different architec¬
tural tastes, plundered, mayhap, to satisfy
the rapacity of Henry the Eighth, or to
reimburse the depleted revenues of John,
and, finally, mutilated and defaced by
Cromwell’s fanatic soldiery. Their story
is the life-story of many generations of
skillful architects and inspired bishops
whose energy and devotion made possi¬
ble their erection.
The history of our
faith may be sought within their walls
with far more reason than in the dusty,

monuments to

The

time-worn

chronicles

with

great libraries of Europe
this brief article I have

which

the

overflow.

In

not

sufficient

architecture or
history of all these mighty sanctu¬
aries, but let us take one from among the
many and by briefly considering it gain
space to dwell upon the

the

some

faint idea of the others from the

chosen

one.

And

what

Cathedral

is

fitting to be chosen than Canter¬
bury? Not only is it there that in antereformation days the chief prelate of
more

England had his seat, but, moreover, thespot now covered by the great Cathedral',
is

of the oldest ecclesiastical sites in

one

the

history of

We

can

our

faith.

not fix the exact year

the first Christian church

was

in which

built in the

valley of the Stour, but we know,
least, that when the Roman mission¬
aries were sent by Pope St. Gregory the
Great to win back England to her early
faith, King Ethelbert, of Kent, whose
queen, Bertha, was a Christian, gave

green
at

them
have

little church which

a

was

said to

sheltered British Christians in the

days of the half-mythical Lucius. Here
King Ethelbert was baptized with five
thousand of his
followers, and here
swayed the long and powerful line of
Archbishops of Canterbury, from the
Pious Anselm and the learned Lanfranc
down to

the

Protestant

apostate Cranmer and his

successors

after

mation, when Canterbury
to the

its

Refor¬

the

was

finally lost

Catholic faith.

Canterbury owes, it must be admitted,
overwhelming interest more to its

historical associations than

to

its archi¬

Whole

periods of building are
entirely unrepresented, for during
century and a half when native Eng¬
genius was at its best, the Canterbury

tecture.

almost
the
lish

authorities slumbered and allowed their

opportunities to

What we have is
periods only, with some
vestiges of earlier Norman work. The
exterior of the Cathedral is not nearly so
imposing as we find in York or Lincoln,
although it possesses, in common with all
the others, the elements of grandeur and
pass.

the result of two

elaborate detail in its many traceried win¬
dows and its richly sculptured portals.
But it would be difficult to find

a

peer

in.
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the stateliness and

impressiveness of its

interior.

Upon entering the nave we are awed
by the immensity of the edifice and the
altitude of its veritable “forest of col¬
All is very

simple, very stately,
grand. It is sad to see the incon¬
gruity of the modern glass in the beauti¬
very
ful

The

choir, which we next inspect, is
longest in England and is al¬
most entirely a product of the Norman,
period. The grand Norman arches, sup¬
ported by circular and octagonal piers
alternately, furnish a striking contrast
to the splendid Gothic architecture of the
nave.
The triforium arcade, which en¬
circles the choir above the arches, strik¬
ingly recalls the Cathedral of Sens

one

umns.”

mutilated

windows

of

the
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nave,

which, in spite of its huge proportions,
produces an effect of the most wonderful
lightness. The transepts, which we must
next examine before entering the choir,
are
very similar in style of architecture.
Particularly interesting will we find the
northwest one, for it was there that, on
the

twenty-ninth of December, in the
eleven hundred and seventy, the
great St. Thomas a Becket was mur¬
dered by the partisans of Henry II. The
four barons approached the door on the
west side of this transept leading from the
cloisters, through which the Archbishop
had previously entered the church while
Vespers were being sung. Becket refused
to take refuge either in the vaults or the
roof of the Cathedral and was ruthlessly
cut down by the murderers, standing in
front of the wall between the chapel of
year

of the

with which the architect must have been,
familiar.
From the eastern ends of the choiraisles

flights of steps lead us up to that
Trinity Chapel mentioned before, which
was the work of William the English¬
man—“small in body, but in workman¬
ship of many kinds acute and honest.”
The only remaining trace of St. Thomas’
shrine, which occupied the center of this
chapel, is the pavement that surrounded
it, worn half away by the knees of thou¬
sands of pious pilgrims, for St. Thomas,
who

was

canonized
the

soon

after his death,

lections of his life,

popular of English
Saints.
Chaucer’s “Canterbury Pil¬
grims” probably helped to wear away
those very stones, while the great Eras¬
mus, who visited the shrine in the days
of its glory in fifteen hundred and
twelve, tells us that “gold was the mean¬
est thing to be seen on it.”
In the various chapels of this retrochoir some of the great and famous of
England’s history have found a last rest¬
ing place. There we see the magnificent
marble tomb of King Henry IV and his
queen, Joanna, and also that of his gal¬

death.

lant

St.

Benedict

and

the

passage

to

the

crypt. What is believed to be the exact
spot where he fell is marked by a small
square incision in the pavement.
The
figure of the heroic prelate is ever before
us in Canterbury, not alone in the Cathe¬
dral, but even in the town and the neigh¬
borhood

we

In

meet

with

countless recol¬

his labors and his
Trinity Chapel we see the spot

where stood the

golden shrine containing
was destroyed by the
godless Henry VIII.
his remains until it

became

most

Uncle, the Black Prince, whose hel¬
gauntlet and shield hang above his
sarcophagus. St. Augustine’s Chair, the
coronation-seat of the archbishops of

met,
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Canterbury, we find in another chapel,
and in yet another, the unmarked grave
of the saintly Anselm. The crypt is very
interesting, as it was there that the
Flemish weavers, driven from the low
countries because of their faith, found
refuge under Queen Elizabeth and a
chapel in which to worship. They set up
their looms in the crypt and by their
skill and activity gave the first impetus
to England’s great manufacturing indus¬
tries.
And

so we

might

go on

and

on

forever.

is filled with tra¬
ditional and historic memories of a most
The vast

Cathedral

interesting nature. Here Henry IT did
penance at the tomb of the murdered
Becket; here the dauntless “Coeur De
Lion”

thanks

offered

to

for his

God

deliverance from his enemies: here Ed¬
ward

I

left the

golden

crown

of

con¬

quered Scotland and received in marriage
the hand of Margaret of France; here,
too, Henry Y knelt after Agincourt.
The subject is inexhaustible and whole
volumes might be written on the beauties
and legends of Canterbury.
Our treat¬

has been brief and

ment

least

superficial but

have absorbed

something of
glamour that broods over
an
English minster.
If we can but
picture to ourselves Canterbury in the
olden days, when the grand old arches
echoed to the solemn, stately chant, when
the splendid vestments of God’s priests
glowed in the gorgeous sanctuary and the
choir was filled with a dim, religious
light, when the rays of even the midday
sun came softened and subdued through
the richly tinted glass, we shall have
gained some faint idea of our lost heri¬
tage in England.
And, so, let us bid a sad farewell to
Canterbury, to its magnificent Gothic
nave, to its stately Norman Choir, to its
tombs of the mighty of England, to its
memories of a glorious past and leave it
to gaze silently down through the cen¬
turies that will glide over the silver val¬
ley of the Stour and the peaceful Ken¬
tish landscape as it has done through the
hostile years which have waged their im¬
perceptible, yet overpowering attack
since the days of Catholic England.
at

we

the old-world

Alumni
Bernard Brady,

The annual reunion of the California

Chapter of the American Irish Historical
Society was held at San Francisco Janu¬
ary 17th.
It was the occasion of the
reading of several papers of more than
the usual merit.
most
was

interest
one

on

written

That which evinced the
the part of the Society

by R. C. O’Connor, the

’14.

historian of the

Society, which had as its
subject the late John T. Doyle, A. B. ’38,
A. M. ’42, LL. D. ’89, one of California’s
most
eminent jurists and a Catholic
pioneer of the Golden State. Mr. Doyle
was

born in

the

(New-

York, November 26,

The terrible persecution raging in
Emerald Isle fobced Doyle’s father to

1819.
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seek

refuge in America.
Part of Mr.
Doyle’s earlier education was obtained in
Ireland and part in the grammar schools
of America.
Upon graduating from
Georgetown in 1838 Doyle was the vale¬
dictorian of his class.
Four years later
he received the degree of Master of Arts.
In 1889 Georgetown conferred on her
distinguished son the honorary degree of

'

IX. D.
When

-

young man he spent a number
in Nicarauga as the agent of
Commodore Vanderbilt, being placed in
charge of the railroad which traversed
that country from the Atlantic to the
Pacific and of which Mr. Doyle had built
the final link.
When the project of
building the Nicaraugan interoceanic
canal fell through Doyle returned to the
United States to practice his profession.
The winter of 1852-53 witnessed his
arrival in California, where he speedily
acquired a large and lucrative law prac¬
tice. That same year he became engaged
in a famous case, commonly known as
a

of years

This celebrated

the “Pious Fund.”

lasted for

case

and the tribunal
finally ended was the
Hague Court of Arbitration. It was the
first case to be referred to that body.
The history of the “Pious Fund” is the
history of the California Missions, which
in turn is the history of the beginning of

fifty-one

before which it

the

civil

and

years

was

social

life

The award of the Hague

of

California.

Court was a
Doyle who had
been working on the case for over half
a
century and when it was ended had
passed the age of four score years.
Mr. Doyle was a profound student 'of
Spanish literature and of Shakespeare.
History was also a hobby of his. At his
great triumph for Mr.
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suggestion the California Historical So¬
ciety was founded and he was elected its
first president.
Though much in the
public eye, Mr. Doyle never held any
salaried office except for a short period
when he served in the legislature.
At
one

time he

was

State Commissioner of

Transportation; at another, State Com¬
missioner of Viticulture.
For thirty
years he was trustee of the San Fran¬
cisco Law Library and served a long
term
as
president of the association.
The grand old pioneer who had always
been a commanding figure in California,
even long before it became a State, passed
away at his home in Menlo Park, shortly
after the earthquake of 1906.
The Journal takes pleasure in chron¬
icling the marriage of Miss Gene Mar¬
shall Loughney, daughter of Mrs. Pat¬
rick J. Loughney, to Mr. J. Linus Moran,
A. B. ’08.
St. Paul’s Cathedral, Pitts¬
burgh, was the scene of the wedding
which took place on Wednesday, January
twenty-fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Moran
called at the college Sunday, January
twenty-eighth, while on their honeymoon.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

James Spellman have
of their niece,
Miss Julia Regina Spellman, to Mr. John
Joseph Kirby, A. M. ’98, LL. B. ’99,
LL. M. ’00. The wedding will be solem¬
nized at the Lady Chapel of St. Patrick’s
Cathedral, New York City, on Tuesday,
the twentieth of February.
announced the engagement

DINNER OF GEORGETOWN UNI¬

VERSITY CLUB OF NEW
ENGLAND.
Men from all parts

of New England

GEORGETOWN
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attended
the annual banquet of the Georgetown
University Club of New England which
to

the number of about seventy

City
Saturday evening, February 3rd.
The occasion was in part a reception to
Justice Charles A. Decourcy, A. B. ’78,
A. M. ’89, LL. D. ’04, of the Supreme
Judicial Court, who received his eleva¬
tion since the last meeting of the club.
Judge DeCourcy was greeted with an
ovation both at the beginning and the end
of his speech.
He recalled many happy
incidents of his college days.
One of
the principal speakers of the evening was
Rev. Augustus Duarte, S. J., Vice-Presi¬
dent of the University, who was the guest
of the club at the dinner. John B. Madigan, A. B. ’83, A. M. ’89, the retiring
president, presided, and the incoming
president, William G. McKechnie, A. B.
'90, acted as toastmaster.
The other
speakers, beside Justice DeCourcy and
was

Club

held in Boston at the Boston
on

Boston; George Cogan, of Stoneham,
Treasurer; and C. Woodbury Gorman,
of Boston; Wm. A. O’Hearn, of North
Adams, Joseph Lawler, of Meriden,
Conn., and Thomas J. Spellacy, of Hart¬
ford, Executive Committee.
The death of the late Vicar General

Byrne, D. D. ’81, of the Boston diocese,
marked the passing of one of the most
prominent figures among the hierarchy
of the

Catholic Church in this country.

Monsignor Byrne’s death occurred in
Boston, January 9, 1912. His work in
that

diocese

knew him.

endeared

him

to

all who

Father Byrne was the

first
priest to ofifer the sacrifice of the Mass
in the Massachusetts State prison in
Charlestown.

His services to his Alma

Mater, Alt Saint Alary’s College,
inestimable.

were

The institution had suffered

Slattery, of Boston ; Joseph Lawler, of
Bridgeport, Conn.; Councilman John A.
Coulthurst, of Boston; the Hon. Thomas
Spellacy, of Hartford, Conn.; Judge
John D. McLaughlin, of Boston; and
Representative William A. O’Hearn, of

heavy financial losses at the time of the
Civil War and it was through the ad¬
ministrative and financial ability of Mon¬
signor Byrne, added to his high scholarly
qualifications, that the college resumed
its former solid footing. He was an ex¬
cellent scholar, a writer of note, and a
discriminating literary critic. He will be
especially remembered for the aid he lent
in
furthering the Catholic Summer

Adams.

School.

Father Duarte, were the Hon. William
G. McKechnie of Springfield ; Frank E.

The following are the new officers who
were
elected:
President, William G.

McKechnie,
Springfield;
Vice-Presi¬
dents, Justice Charles A. DeCourcy, of
Lawrence, Mass.; Judge John D. Mc¬
Laughlin, of Boston ; John B. Madigan,
of Houlton, Me.; Charles D.
Rooney, of
Winchester; Dr. R. M. Donovan, of
Lynn; Frank E. Slattery, of Boston;
Secretary, Joseph I. McLaughlin, of

John A. Poland, A. Al. ’92, LL. B. ’92,
engaged in the practice of law in
Chillicothe, Ohio, was a recent visitor at
Georgetown. Air. Poland was one of a
committee which came to Washington to
urge favorable action on a bill carrying
a
Congressional appropriation for a
government
exhibit at a celebration
who is

which will commemorate the hundredth

GEORGETOWN

anniversary of the location of Ohio’s
State capital at Columbus.
Mr. Poland
is, incidentally, an uncle of “Spike” Po¬
land, of the Sophomore class in the
College.

his present

friend

to

After

having all the rites of the church
Francis J. Kieckoefer, A. B. ’68, LL. B.
'87, A. M. ’89, died in New York on
Monday, January 1, 1912. Burial was
made at Mount Olivet Cemetery, Wash¬
ington.
NFW YORK ALUMNPS ANNUAL
DINNER

The last annual banquet of the New
York

Chapter of the Alumni, which took
Saturday evening, the 3rd inst.,
the Hotel Saint Regis, followed the

at

on

best tradition

in

that

it

was

the

most

largely attended and the most successful
that the chapter has held so far.
And
this is not saying little, for these gather¬
ings, each year more notable, have been
for some time past splendidly demon¬
strative of the growth and loyalty of the
Georgetown colony in the metropolis.
Even

Alma

Mater

herself

was

more

generously represented at this reunion
than she had been at any former one, for
not less than three of her presidents con¬
tributed by their presence to make the
occasion

one

of unusual interest.

Father

Richards and Father

Whitney sat on the
head of the uni¬
versity, who had come all the way to
bring us the Mother’s message of good
dais with the present

will and to tell

us

of the remarkable prog¬

achieved, as well as
things in prospect. This
ress

of brilliant
was

Father
in

Donlon’s first appearance among us

capacity, but he was an old
some of whom had

many,

known him
as

student, and more still
scholastic, and the ovation with

a

which he
vinced

place
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as

a

received must have

was

him

of

the

they greeted him

con¬

delight with which
President of the

as

University.
One

thing alone occurred to mar the
evening’s perfection.
His Eminence,
Cardinal Farley, himself a Jesuit boy and
a graduate of Fordham, who had graci¬
ously promised to honor our festive
board, was at the last moment compelled
by a bad cold to send a letter of evidently
genuine regret.
We do
siasm

not

made

have

to

record that enthu¬

for lack of numbers.

up

The numbers taxed the table
the

hall, while the enthusiasm

into

a

flood

which

tained itself at
out the

course

reached

capacity of
soon

and

burst
main¬

high water mark through¬
of the dinner and the feast

of oratory

and of good fellowship which
The tastefully designed blue
and gray menu card, which each member
and guest found at his seat, had been en¬
riched with the most popular of the
Georgetown cries and songs, including
the Star Spangled Banner; and these
began early to enliven the proceedings.
Promptly after coffee had been served,
and while the cigars, fastened with blue
and
gray
ribbons, were distributed
around the tables, the toastmaster called
for the first toast, to the President of the
United States. This was drunk standing,
followed it.

and

the

national

forth into
than

on

more

anthem

ardent

or

never

broke

joyful tones

this occasion and at this moment.

The programme here called for an ad¬
dress from His Eminence, but in his ab-

GEORGETOWN
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sence the next toast, to Georgetown, was
proposed and drunk. The response by
Father Donlon not only endeared to his
hearers the new President of the Uni¬

versity, but proved something ot a reve¬
lation to many, who had not been aware
of the enormous strides made by it in the
recent past.
The demonstration which
greeted the close of his remarks showed
what pride he had quickened in each
breast for the revered
what confidence he had

Alma Mater, and

inspired in

a

still

brilliant future.

more

To Our Sister Uni¬
versities, was answered by Mr. Robert
L. Harrison, President of the Alumni of
the University of Virginia.
Mr Harri¬
son’s well worded tribute to George¬
The next toast,

town’s

conservatism

method,

as

shown

educational

in

principally by her

loyalty to the classics, was eagerly lis¬
His witty references to the
tened to.
football contests between
those of his

own

our

institution

teams and

were accom¬

panied with words of timely and mani¬
fest wisdom on the subject of athletics in
general, and it is safe to say that when
the speaker resumed his seat he had
made a personal friend of every one
present.

George E. Hamilton, of Washing¬
our National
Society of Alumni, responded to the
Mr.

D. C., President of

ton,

toast

which

was

drunk in honor of the

organization. Here was another
friend, who found here many of his

parent
old

former students at the Law School.

His

corroboration, on behalf of this depart¬
ment, of all that the Reverend President
had said

whole,

on

behalf of the

followed by

University

as

and
urgent appeal to all, that they attend the

a

was

a warm

imposing ceremonies which are to mark
the unveiling, at the college, on Saturday,
May 4th, of the statue erected in honor
of its founder, Archbishop John Carroll.
this

That

cordial

invitation

will

be

by all who can possibly do so,
and that these will make up a goodly
number, seems already to be assured.
heeded

The toast in honor of the New York

Chapter had been assigned to Martin
Conboy.
Martin’s eloquent response
treated of the duties incumbent upon men
of education in a community like ours,
and elicited much

applause by its eleva¬
by the oratorical
qualities for which he is already known
tion of sentiment and

among us.

The last toast of the
our

The

evening was to
sister alumni societies in New York.
speaker

was

Mr. Percy J. King,

President of the Alumni of St. Francis
Xavier
the

College. Mr. King’s theme was
possible cooperation of the various

Catholic Alumni Societies in New York,
combination of which has already been

a

proposed,

though never effected. He
recognized, however, and brought out
most happily, the perfect consistency be¬
tween the present independence of these
various organizations, with consequent
greater unity of devotion to each indi¬
vidual institution, and an identity of feel¬
ing and purpose which welds them all
together and makes them really one in all
matters affecting our common ideals.
A word of tribute, in closing, to those
who so richly deserve it.
The most
earnest

appreciation of all is due to the
officers, past and present, whose per¬
severing efforts have now brought this
branch of the alumni association
a

to

gratifying condition of vigor and

such
pros-
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impossible to

energizing of Georgetown spirit around

enumerate them

here, but it seems not
unfitting that we should mention and

these parts.

thank

“Sons of

by name our last retiring Presi¬
dent, Joe Healy, who continues to render
efficient service

as

ecutive Committee.

Chairman of

our

Ex¬

Our present leader,

J. Lynch Pendergast, whose instant re¬
sponse to the call and generous enthu¬
siasm in the work have already given a
pledge of what his administration is to
mean for the future, and Jim McDonogh,
our untiring, able, unfailing Secretary, a
host

in himself

in all

that

means

the
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The evening closed with the singing of

Georgetown,” and with a rous¬
ing “Hova.” We parted, rejuvenated in
our love for Alma
Mater, proudly con¬
scious of her mission, and confident that
destinies such as hers are so inseparably
linked

with

the moral

and

intellectual

of the nation, that we could not
formulate a more patriotic wish than to
desire for her, with all our hearts, life
and prosperity “admultos annos.”
J. des G.
progress
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schedule is about com¬

pleted. Manager Loichot is to be con¬
gratulated on the direct manner in
which

he has

started the performance
his new office

of the duties attached to

feature of the
games listed
with
Southern
colleges.
Washington
people, and, in fact, all football enthus¬
of

manager.

A

new

schedule is the number of

schedule along- with Virginia a strong
triangle has been formed. In all prob¬
ability Southern football enthusiasts will
regard Georgetown, Virginia and V. P. I.
as the big three of the South and they
will be looked upon in this section of the
country very much as are Yale, Harvard
and Princeton farther north.

The opening of the Georgetown

iasts in and about the District, have been

ball schedule for next

clamoring for opportunities to see South¬
ern colleges in action on the Georgetown
gridiron, so next season it is likely that all
the football games will prove to be big
drawing cards. The biggest of the new
games will be that with V. P. I.
They
will play on our field Thanksgiving Day,
in place of Lehigh.
The Pennsylvanians
have been dropped from the schedule and
arrangements have been made settling the
V. P. I. game as an annual affair.
It is
likely that this game will arouse as much
interest as the old Virginia game.
In putting V. P. I. on the
Georgetown

earlier

than

that

season

is very

foot¬
much

of

previous seasons.
is to be played on the
twenty-eighth of September with Randolph-Macon. This date follows closely
the opening of the school year, and it
The first game

would

seem

that the team would not he

in condition for

game, but with the vet¬
squad Georgetown will
undoubtedly be able to hold her colors up,
and the initial game will prove a good
start
for the team.
Playing against
strangers is the best preparation that the
players could get for the heavy games that
erans

are

to

a

of the last

follow.

GEORGETOWN
The schedule to date is

as

follows

The

:

all

September 28, Randolph-Macon.

26, Carlisle.

November 2, open.
November 9, open.
November

16, Virginia.

November

28

(Thanksgiving Day),

V. P. I.

For

with

game
seen

A

one

of the three open

one

next year

new

South

dates

athletic association called the

Association

was

Intercollegiate Athletic
formed in Ryan Hall on

February 10th, when delegates from the
University of North Carolina, North Car¬
olina Agricultural College, Virginia Polytechnical Institute, Washington and Lee
University, Richmond College, Johns
Hopkins University and Georgetown met
for the purpose of promoting athletic
events on the track and field among the
colleges of the South Atlantic district.
It will be

noted

that

Virginia had no
delegation at the meeting.
This fact
proved to be a disappointment to all in¬
terested; however it is expected that the
old rivals of the Blue and Gray will
follow the lead of the majority in the
endeavor to encourage outdoor track and
raise

to

Southern

track

athletics

in

a higher plane.
England,
Joseph
of Johns Hopkins,

general to
was

nominated

as

harmoniously and

ran on

showed

the

greatest en¬

Among those present were
Joseph England, acting chairman, of
Johns Hopkins; Branch Bocock, of the
University of North Carolina; Burton
Ray, of A. and M.; D. Dunlop, of Rich¬
mond College; C. J. Adams, V. P. I.;
J. N. Holmes, of Washington and Lee;
and T. S. Smith, Vincent Dailey and
Eugene Darr, of Georgetown.
“Post

a

of the hardest teams to be
is promised.

Atlantic

meeting
connected

thusiasm.

October 5, open.
October 12, Washing-ton and Lee.
October 17, A. and M.
October
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temporary chairman.

athletics

Mortems”

in

connection

with

unpleasant details with
deal, particularly so for the
losers, but in spite of all this, the George¬
town relay team must be given credit for
the showing that was made in Boston
Which

are

to

against Holy Cross. True, it was gener¬
ally conceded around the “campus and
corridors” that the Blue and Gray would
breast the tape first.
Seeing that such
was not the case Georgetownians
must be
philosophers and optimists; there are
yet important relay events to be run
off

and

we

are

more

than

certain

that

Georgetown will finish victori¬
ous in the future. At Boston the George¬
town quartet ran a plucky race against
a
fast team and against odds.
The
running track in Mechanics building
was strange to the delegation from here.
The corners were strange and this makes
a
great difference; none of the members
of the Georgetown team had ever run on

now

a

track laid out

as

is the

one

on

which

they lost this hard race, while their op¬
ponents from Holy Cross have a track at
Worcester the exact facsimile of that in

Mechanics

building where most of their
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8, Princeton.

are won; so aside
from the fact
they were not victims of a tedious
journey shortly before the race, the
wearers
of the purple were perfectly
familiar with the track on which they
races

9, Fordham.
10,Cornell.
16, Harvard.

that

relay team shows up to advan¬
their events it is quite
probable that the quartet will be entered
in the University of Pennsylvania relay
events which will be held shortly after
the Georgetown meet.
The time is coming when baseball is to
If the

tage in the rest of

demand

our

interest and attention.

With

that

the

which

of

the

has

can

be turned out here.

four games

Twentyhave been arranged with an

of the best nines in

college
baseball, and if Georgetown wades
through the season victorious it will
assortment

show

that

she

has

had

one

strongest teams of the season.
The schedule is as follows:
March 23, Mt. St. Joseph’s.
27,
30,

April

1,

3,
4,

Nationals.
Navy.
Lafayette
Vermont.
Yale.

6, Princeton.

of

the

22,

North Carolina.

Virginia, at Charlottesville.
27, Yale.
1, Open.
3, Virginia.
4, Virginia.
6, Mt. St. Mary’s.
10, Manhattan, at New York,
11, Fordham, at New York.
14, Washington and Lee.
15, Notre Dame.

May

but

cessation

Open.
Johns Hopkins.

24,

unpleasant weather
besieged Georgetown, the
crack of bat and ball and the “plunk” of
the catcher’s glove will be heard regu¬
larly on the campus, and as goodly a
looking contingent of aspirants for base
ball honors as have ever appeared on the
Georgetown field will be seen in daily
practice. Georgetown, according to the
material on hand, should certainly have a
wanning nine this year, and Manager
Haggerty has arranged a schedule which
will prove to be a hard trial to any team
a

20,

17,

ran.

All games not

otherwise noted will be
the home grounds. A peculiar,
at the same time beneficial, change'in
schedule is the early dosing of fhe

played
the

season.

early

on

The

so as not

season

was

closed 'thus

to interfere with'the Infill

examinations- and

the

ately preceding them.
time of the

exams

reviews immedi¬

Generally

up

to

the schedule is

filled with hard games, and
to continue with practice

the squad lias
and naturally
a
great deal of time that the players
would have devoted to preparing for fhe
final exams has been put in on the base¬
ball field preparing for these games that
put the finishing touch to the season’s
work.

According to all indications the team is
be greatly changed this season. The
most startling change will be shifting of
either Cogan or Sitterding, or perhaps
both of them, from the infield to fhe outheld.
Both Sitterding and Cogan have
to
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THE

$25.00

Georgetown Special

Suit.

We will be glad to go into detail with you, personally, about this special suit, not
having the space here to do it justice; but briefly told, it is a sack suit made from one of our
nobby brown suitings for YOUNG MEN. You should have, too, the rigut shade of brown
that will be becoming to you.
We are sure we have just that shade, as our stock of browns
is very large.
This “SPECIAL” is tailored with an individuality that stamps it for YOU, it
is also a “Nobby,” Up-to-the-Minute English Suit, ranging from $30.00 to $35 00, and is
made under our guarantee of Fit or no pay, with NO DEPOSIT asked when the order is
placed.
Remember, Mr. Vandoren, himself, designs, cuts and fits every garment.

VANDOREN &

CO., Inc.

Successors to

J. Fred Gatchell
IMPORTING

928

I4th

Company,

TAILORS

Street N. W.

Clerical Frocks One of Our

Specialties.

Men’s Outfitters

A J. BENNETT & CO.
CLOTHES
For Men and

Young Men and Men Who Want

Stay Young Men.

to

NEW YORK AVENUE and I4TM STREET.

“YOU CAN GET IT AT ANDREWS’’

B. H. Stinemetz & Son Co.
P

Every Description

$3.00

Specialty

12th.

HATS

$5.00

&

JOE BEARDSLEY
FINE

SHIRTS
Men’s

Our

Cor.

KNOX

College Stationery
Of

St.

MADE TO

ORDER

Furnishing Goods

1304 F Street N. W.,

-

-

.

Washington, D C

Specialty-'Guyot Suspenders

R. P. Andrews Paper Co.
TWO STORES:

^31 F Street.

625-629 Louisiana Ave. |

TO=KALON WINE CO.
1405 P

STREET N. W.

HIGH GRADE CALIFORNIA
WINES AND BRANDIES
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IF YOU WANT TO BE DRESSED IN THE LATEST

FASHION

AND TO THE TOP NOTCH, GET YOUR CLOTHES FROM

H. G. UBobys,
TAILOR
FOR

COLLEGE

STUDENTS

FOR

YEARS.

TWENTY

MODERATE PRICES.

The Old

Georgetown College
TAILOR.

Tennis and Golf

507 ELEVENTH STREET N.

Baseball

Supplies

and

Football

Supplies

James Y. Davis’ Sons
1201

O. H. White Co.,inc.
727

14th

W

F»A.

AVE.

Hats—Caps—Gloves

St. N. W.

All Grades

WASHINGTON, D. C.
38 Years of Satisfaction Given.

Headquarters for All Sporting
Supplies
Hold

your

friends at

meeting and meet your
fitted up at store

Say, Listen!

for this purpose.

W. P.

Th e

Camping and Outing
Supplies

BOWIE, Manager

PHOTOGRAPHS

James T. Clements’ Sons,
1241 Wisconsin Ave.,

Washington. D. C.

Telephone, West 804.
Everything First-Class and

at Reasonable Rates.

place-

ing the College Term.

of Students than any Studio in Washington.

Funeral Directors and Embalmers

same

The College Man’s Room
Must be His Home Dur¬

Offers Better Rates and Facilities for

F

at the

We Know That—

Edmonston Studio j»i

13120

you

Gee! but its a dream in design and par excellent in work¬
manship—everything immaculately white.
10 of the best
artists in Washington. Your continued patronage solicited.

our rooms

Fishing and Hunting
Supplies

I will meet

THE NEW EBBITT BA BtR SHOP.

It

can

and comfortable at
and talking it over.

be made snug, cozy

small cost

by seeing

ask:

W. B

us

the

BOVS.

Moses & Sons

F and 11th Streets. Founded 50 Years.
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( Continued from page 172. )

played in the Georgetown infield for the
past three seasons and their work there
has been nothing short of first class, but
it is understood that a good number of
fast, hard-hitting candidates are going
out for infield positions, and that from
the number two can be picked and broken
to do justice to any two infield positions
vacated,

while

the

outfield

what:

is

Georgetown aims to improve chiefly.
Both Cogan and Sitterding are a ’ fast
and sure in the gardens as in the mfield
and the transfer of

one

or

both

would prove a g*eat asset to
sive work of the team.
For the initial sack there
number of candidates

>i them

the defen¬
are

good

a

Simpson
Tailoring

Fit and
Satisfaction

Satisfies

Guaranteed

expected to report.

Among them are Bill Carrigan, a veteran
squad; Morrie O'Connor, who
played there for Georgetown the season
before last; Chapman, who played first
at Fordham; O’Boyle, who held down
the position at Wyoming Seminary, and
Barrett, who played with Loyola School.

Investigate This Offer

“Inkey” Davis is the most likely look¬
ing of the third base candidates.

Tall Suit

of the

Simpson
Tailored

In addition to the reliable veterans of

last year,
in their

several
names

pitching staff.

new men
as

have handed

candidates

for

Among them there

$25.00

the

are a

few clever slab artists.

The

backstop position which Jim
Furey held down last year is to be hotly
contested.
It is likely that Furey will
hold it down again but he will have to be
on

his mettle all

season

A

New

Line

Produced

of

the Smartest Fabrics

For

This

in order to hold

against some of the new men.
Among the candidates for catcher will be
Furey, Lynch, formerly of Fordham;
Mullaney, who caught for Mt. St.
Joseph’s; Waldron and Bergen.
out

Georgetown’s baseball outlook for next
is certainly promising.
Feenan is
the only loss to the team, and his position
at first will be ably filled.
Among the
season

When

dealing ivith Advertisers, please mention “The Journal”

Season
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Buy Your MUSIC, Mandolins, Banjos, Guitars, Strings,etc.
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the:

hub

Outficrs and Hatters
outfielcl

fastest

veterans of

candidates

last year,

are

two,

New York Ave. and Fourteenth Street

Hunt and brank

Ryan.
The basketball
the

season

is

going through
famously, considering the set¬
team

backs that have overtaken them since the
first game.

In the beginning of the sea¬
as though there was not
much chance of a winning team and the
squad was in a confused condition, but
gradually the men got into the working
and showed what was in the quint by
winning some of the hardest games
played. 'As far as Virginia is considered
the honors were divided evenly.
The
schedule was a hard one, hut the team
so far has been equal to it.
Manager
Tom- Fortune is to be congratulated on
the
the

The “Ara-Notch” makes the “Belmont’

it looked

son

manner

Arrow
COLLAR
Sit Perfectly

/5c,2 for 25c. Cluett, Peabody & Co., Makers
ARROW CUFFS 23

SCHOOL of
'“Sir
ENGINEERENG

in which he has conducted

Civil, Mechanical, Electrical
Catalogue.
TROY, N.Y.

Send for
team sprang

surprise in defeating the heavier team
representing the Sophomore class. The
game was a close one and the teams took
the lead alternately, but when the end
a

came,

It

the lower class had won, 21 to 19.

pair

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

season.

The Freshman basketball

cents a

a

GEORGETOWN
Pins
Fobs
Pennants

25c

to

$12.00

$1.00

“

17.00

25c

‘ ‘
“
‘*
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1.50
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Pillows
Steins

25c

Banners.. v...
1 50.
MEYER’S MILITARY SHOP

2.50

“

8.00

1231

PA. AVE. N. W

with

deep regret thqt the
Georgetown student body realized that
Bill Carrigan had resigned from the track
team

was

and decided that it

was

necessary

for him to return to his home in

Cali¬

fornia, there to take an active share in
the governing of his business interest.
In
Carrigan, Georgetown loses a good ath¬
lete and a good fellow.
He was a great
asset while he was here to’football, base¬
ball and track athletics, taking an active
interest, in all these branches of sportIt is greatly due to his untiring efforts
that the track squad has done such com¬
mendable work this season, and he would
have run up a few points for Georgetown

703 N.

Telephone East.

Capitol St.

Christy Matthewson is New York’s best
pitcher, and REID S. BAKER, 1322 F
Street N. W., carries the most complete
stock of college pictures, posters, flags, pen¬
nants, cameras, camera supplies,
college
jewelry and stationery of any store in Wash¬
ington.

The Williams
1425

Southern

himself
son',

during the remainder of the sea¬
but in all probability Bill Carrigan

The
Hats

When

kind
that

of

Co. Inc.
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Building

Furnishings and

young

men
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one
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a
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Machine You Will

is

a

mechanical

masterpiece and

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER COMPANY
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1203
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Intercollegiate Bureau

difficult Oculists’

Academic Costume.

Let
be

& Leonard
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lens grinding, hence fill most
prescriptions in a few hours.
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sure
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of having it done well—Discounts to students

Never
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“Personality” in “Walk Ctci’
shoes.

has

worn

the blue

squad made a great showing
Johns Hopkins’ meet at Baltimore.
The margin between the winning score of
Georgetown and the score that put Carl¬
isle in second place was a large one.
Georgetown more than doubled the score
made by her closest competitors, fourteen
being Carlisle’s final tally and twentynine Georgetown’s.
Bob Eller deserves a great amount of

7

credit for the wonderful work that he did

It is

The track

in the

in this meet.

He made

points than
any track squad present, excepting, of
course, tihe Georgetown squad, but if
Eller had been running unattached he
as

won the meet himself,
did
he
eighteen points

More “comers”
on

race

the

build,

or,

in other words, the

“

This

personality. ”
“personality” cannot be
copied. It can bfe imitated
and is, but it cannot be du¬

plicated any more than one
can duplicate your
personal¬
itysatisfying to wear shoes with
character as strong as this

Let Your Next Pair Be “Walk-overs”

Walk-over Shoe

Shop

929 F Street N. W.

being found
the track squad-

It will be
four

scor¬

on

hey recognize the “ W alk-Over ”
character in the '.style and

more

would have

day

recognize

can

“Walk-Over” shoes
feet of their friends.

time.

ing

people

Many

andgray for the last

are

every

interesting to note who the

Get

men to run in the Virginia
will be. All the quarter milers are

Transfer

a

relay

“Down

certainly getting great opportunities to
make good, but up to date THE relay
team is yet to be picked.
It was hard
luck for Georgetown that the relay men
had worked in the Johns Hopkins’ meet
before the relay race came off.
Captain “Herb” Childs of the Prep,
doing his share to bring
Prep, track work up to a high standard
this season. He made pretty fast time
winning the hundred Interscholastic
handicap in the Johns Hopkins’ meet and
he was pitted against men that are con¬

by the Navy Yard”

CLASSY
COLLEGE-CUT
CLOTHES

track team is

sidered the fastest in Interscholastic cir¬
cles.

Running indoors he made the dis¬

tance within two-fifths of

a

second of ten

flat, his 'handicap was not a big one but
it didn’t look as though he needed any.

When
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NOTE—It is desired that every State should be represented in this Directory.
Alumni
living in states not represented above will greatly favor The Journal by authorizing the inser¬
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